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What follows is a list of books on Washington DC history (and biography) published in 2019. A Goodreads link is included for those available to provide more details on each title, the author, and book availability*. In addition, a link to this blog's interview with the author has been included (or will in future as interviews are completed-so do check back).

COMPILED by Matthew Gilmore

2019

American University Museum. Moves like Walter : new curators open the Corcoran legacy collection : American University Museum collection.


Chris DeRose. *Star spangled scandal: sex, murder, and the trial that changed America*.  


Donatella Galella. *America in the round: capital, race, and nation at Washington D.C.’s Arena Stage*.  

Michelle Goldchain. *DC by Metro: a history & guide*.  

Amy S Greenberg. *Lady first: the world of first lady Sarah Polk*.  


Richard Massimo. *A walking tour of the Georgetown Set*.  

Jenny Masur; Stanley Harrold. *Heroes of the underground railroad around Washington, D.C.*.  

Interview with the author: https://matthewbgilmore.wordpress.com/2020/01/06/jenny-masur-interview-with-a-washington-dc-history-author-heroes-of-the-underground-railroad-around-washington-d-c/


PREVIOUS YEARS

